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Q&A Opportunity 

 

Dulhunty Poles continue to provide the opportunity for Newsletter readers to 

access more Titan related information or provide any comments they see fit to 

forward, through the enquiries email enquiries@dulhuntypoles.com . 

 

One of our team will respond as soon as possible to the individual email address 

provided. All your contact details and the related correspondence will be treated 

with the utmost privacy protection. 

  

 

 

ISO 9001:2015 Quality Assurance Success  

Dulhunty Poles have recently successfully completed our ISO 9001:2015 Quality 

Management Systems (QMS) audit for the period from July 2022 to July 2023.  

  

ISO 9001:2015 is by far the world’s most recognised and established Quality 

Management System, providing organisations that successfully achieve the 

associated Registration Certificate (below), the structure they need to monitor 

and further improve performance in all chosen areas. 

  



 

 

We have successfully operated under, and been audited on, this quality 

framework standard since 2015. We embrace all the management principles 



 

within the QMS; however, we have specifically targeted the following three main 

directives within our operations – 

 

· Monitoring and measuring of all indicating devices and mixtures 

· External suppliers of materials and services 

· Packing and dispatch of all products 

  

Registration to ISO 9001:2015 by a certification body demonstrates commitment 

to quality, customers, and a willingness to continually work towards improving 

efficiency across the wide company configuration. It further demonstrates the 

existence of an effective quality management system that satisfies the rigours of 

an independent external audit. 

  

This QMS renewal solidly endorses our commitment and persistence, to provide 

the best pole available worldwide, and which is wholly manufactured in 

Australian. 

 

 

Supporting the E-Comms Industry and Delegate Invitation 

 

Dulhunty Titan Poles extend an invite to all persons interested in the electronic 

communication industry, to visit us at expo stand 30 at the Comms Connect 

2022 event. Please check out the Comms-Connect website for free expo 

delegate attendance details.  

 

 

18-20 October 2022 

Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre 

melbourne.comms-connect.com.au 

Our on-site expo team will be delighted to discuss any e-comms support structure 

requirements with delegates. Some of the functions we believe reliable, bushfire 



 

proof Titan Poles are ideally suited to support are listed below, however we invite 

the challenge to attest to service any additional roles –  

• All emergency services wide-ranging communications   

• Bushfire observation / warning systems – ‘Fire Eyes in the Sky’ 
• Satellite correlated systems 

• Public communication systems 

• Mobile telephony 

• Other specific tele-communications 

• Weather surveillance, sensors, warnings 

• Remote security alerts 

• Flood mitigation observation / alerts 

• In the farming sector, pole mounted wireless equipment for 

➢ extending e-communication, Wi-Fi coverage 

➢ remote access monitoring / surveillance 

➢ monitoring livestock movement etc. 

 

The electrically non-conductive feature of the Titan walls would suggest other 

more specific functions regarding housing electronic equipment within the pole 

top space. 

  

 

 

? Did You Know? 

 

Ensuring on-going reliability and consistency, all manufactured Titan pole classes are 

subjected to rigorous type-testing as defined by specific industry 

requirements/standards.   

 

 

 

United Nations’ Resilient and Sustainable Infrastructure Goals 

The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals encourage many 

worthwhile objectives to make a better world for all. Of the 17 Goals, Goal 9 is of 

particular significance to Dulhunty Poles. 



 

 

 www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment 

 

Under the UN broad heading of Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure, the aim 

of Goal 9 is to ‘Build Resilient Infrastructure, Promote Sustainable 

Industrialisation and Foster Innovation.’  
  

We believe, through the low carbon footprint engineered Titan, Dulhunty Poles 

are the only pole structure manufacturer in Australasia (probably the world), 

supporting and achieving this important goal. 

  

In consideration of its unchallenged whole of life low-cost in-service life, the 

Titan’s stand-alone efficiency surpasses any stringent ‘cheap is best’ financial 
management schemes that may be in place through favouring inferior cheaper 

pole products. 

  

With summer and the inevitable bushfires on the doorstep, the United Nations 

Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction also springs to mind, with their 

encouragement to ‘Build Back Better’ after disasters. There is no better and 

simpler enduring infrastructure outcome, than replacing any fire destroyed poles 

with a bushfire proof Titan - in any situation, in designated fire prone areas or 

otherwise. It’s a once in a lifetime exercise.  



  

 

An ideal example above, of a ‘build back better’ operation, with a 2-part Titan 

replacing bushfire destroyed transmission poles in a bushfire prone area. 

 



 

Shortage of Structural Building Materials 

Several reports of world-wide shortages of essential building materials have 

come to our attention in recent weeks – mainly in steel and aluminium materials, 

but it is further reported, there may be other materials joining this list in a very 

short time. 

  

Dulhunty Poles are not likely to experience any such scarcity in our raw materials 

and Titan production will not be affected. Consequently, in consideration of the 

Titan’s structural features, and its ready and local availability, it would be an ideal 
engineered product to suit a vast range of high quality, support/foundation 

functions within the building construction industry. 

  

The finished Titan product would be designed as fit for purpose and would also 

be expected to survive longer impervious in-service time, than some currently 

accepted and widely used materials. 

 

 

   Unaffected by saline water and wet feet, would be major Titan benefits for structures like this 

The Titan product has already proven itself in the marine industry with wharf and 

pier structures as well as in hostile ground conditions. It has a high strength to 

weight ratio and can be fabricated/constructed in much the same manner as 

other building materials; and its suitability is not affected by fire, rust, fungal 

decay, saline soils, termites, etc. 

  

Low-carbon footprint Titans can make an even further contribution to the 

environment through use as long-life support assemblies for solar farms’ 
infrastructure. Another plus being Titans are not adversely affected by 

commercial herbicide weed killers known to attack galvanising protection on steel 



 

structures – no galvanising to corrode away means a big advantage in the whole 

of life cost effectiveness of these installations. 

  

 

Our engineering and manufacturing staff would be delighted to discuss any 

such issues with the construction industry at any time. Please contact us 

through enquiries@dulhuntypoles.com  or  03 5248 1661. 

 

 

EECON2022 Conference Support 

In line with our corporate industry commitments, Dulhunty Poles are supporting 

the Australian Electric Energy Industry through our sponsorship of the Electric 

Energy Society of Australia conference - EECON2022 in Brisbane, 10th to 12th 

October. We are proud to be associated with this prominent and informative 

electricity industry event.  

 

 

Follow the event development on www.eecon2022.com.au  

 

 

? Did You Know? 

Titan poles are manufactured and supplied to strength parameters specified by the 

Purchaser – totally eliminating any problematic one size fits all concerns.  

 

 



 

Sustainability for Equipment Poles 

It is important to strive to keep all essential services pole structures in a 

predetermined serviceable condition – but even more so vital, when the crucial 

equipment installed on certain poles, is designed to provide, and sustain wide-

ranging lifesaving services, and without interruption. 

  

Generally, the two such Equipment Pole services that demand high level 

consideration are electricity supply and electronic communications. These are 

crucial services, especially in emergency situations, as has been proven in 

recent years in many parts of Australia and a failed equipment pole takes 

substantially more time and funds to replace to a serviceable condition than a 

more standard variety. Without sustaining these essential Equipment Poles 

effectively, an emergent situation can quickly turn into a long-term disaster. 

 

 

Conventional electricity supply Equipment Poles 

 

The Titan can well and truly meet these UN required sustainability qualities; 

accordingly, the engineered Titan is the most applicable pole on the Australian 

market to serve this Equipment Pole category. 

  

The main selection consideration with Equipment Poles should not be a cheap 

initial purchase cost - it should be for sustainability factors, which leads into 

exceptionally low whole of life network operational costs. When a cheaper quality 

pole does eventually fail and fall, the expensive installed pole top equipment is 

usually destroyed beyond any further use and full replacement required. Add the 

new equipment cost and installation, to the new pole cost for a true estimate of 

what a non-sustainable pole can really cost for Equipment Poles. The period 

such equipment is out of service is also a crucial concern. 



 

 

Typical e-communication Equipment Pole installations 

 

 

New Pole Handling Facility at Everest Electrical 

NSW Titan Pole supplier Everest Electrical have advised, their new gantry crane 

installation has been completed and pole storage facility ready for operation. This 

facility is designed for drive-through, all weather loading and unloading of poles; 

an exceptional feature for pole stockage and supply providers. 

  

With the pole storage facility adjacent to the crane, and being an integral part of 

the operation, Everest have made sure the storage to vehicle delivery of client’s 
poles is a completely safe, efficient and quality inspired function of their business. 

  

Dulhunty Poles are delighted that the next dispatch of around 70 Titan 

service/private poles to Everest Electrical, will be part of this system. 



  

 

As the only Titan Poles stockist and installation provider in New South Wales, 

Everest Electrical can be contacted through the following details -  

  

Unit 4/5 Ponderosa Parade, Warriewood NSW 2102 

 

Website: everestelectrical.com.au/contact  

Facebook: www.facebook.com/EverestElectrical  

  

 

 

Versatility of the Titan 

Following on from the last Titan Newsletter, a reader has provided another 

unique use for the Titan in the form of a chimney for an incinerator. Undoubtedly, 

the picture tells the story of the heat generated by this unit in operation and the 

Titan is still doing the job. 



 

 

 

We invite more people to provide details of unusual Titan applications, with a 

photograph if possible, and we will include in future Titan Newsletters. 

  

We also encourage and be pleased to receive enquiries for new industries / 

applications for Titans 

 

 

 



 

Get a Better Feel for the Titan 

 

Dulhunty Poles offers to those interested, free Titan samples in an attractive 

desk-top pen holder. They illustrate Titan’s lightweight fireproof features, natural 
robust structure, and ready drill-ability. If interested, please simply reply to this 

email, and provide your name and a postal address to receive your free sample. 
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